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Public Outreach and Comments
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Please see Appendix H for all written comments received on the May 4, 2016 Draft Report
October 29, 2015 Public Input Meeting
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Appendix B
Meeting Schedule and Topics Covered
#

Date

5/3/16

Main Topic

DRAFT REPORT FOR PUBLIC COMMENT

9

Speaker(s)
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PUBLIC RELEASE OF FINAL REPORT
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Appendix C
Glossary of Energy Related Activities

2030 DISTRICT

AVANGRID & REV DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS
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BLACK OAK WIND FARM

CORNELL UNIVERSITY ENERGY, ITHACA COLLEGE, AND TOMPKINS CORTLAND COMMUNITY
COLLEGE: PRESIDENT’S CLIMATE COMMITMENT

ENERGY AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TASK FORCE (TCAD)

ENERGY ROADMAP (TC)
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ENERGY SMART COMMUNITIES INITIATIVE (AVANGRID)

ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING STATION FEASIBILITY AND IMPLEMENTATION (TC)

MUNICIPAL ELECTRIC & GAS ALLIANCE (MEGA)

NEW YORK INDEPENDENT SYSTEM OPERATOR (NYISO)

PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION (PSC)
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REFORMING THE ENERGY VISION (PSC)

REPOWERING CAYUGA OPERATING CO. / AES CAYUGA

RESIDENTIAL ENERGY SCORE PROJECT

SOLAR TOMPKINS – SWITCH TO SOLAR AND HEAT SMART PROGRAMS (TC)

TOMPKINS COMMUNITY SOLAR INITIATIVE (RENOVUS)
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TOMPKINS COUNTY CLIMATE PROTECTION INITIATIVE (TCCPI)

TOMPKINS COUNTY COMMERCIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY COLLABORATIVE

WEST DRYDEN ROAD GAS DISTRIBUTION PIPELINE (NYSEG)
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Appendix D
Field Visits to Energy Related Facilities by Task Force Members

Tour of a private net zero residence

Tour of Franziska Racker Centers

Tour of New York Independent System Operator (NYISO)
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Appendix E
Statement on Behalf of the Task Force to the Public Service Commission

Statement for the Public Service Commission Hearing on Reforming the Energy Vision (REV)

A Task Force of the Tompkins County Legislature and Tompkins County Area Development
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Appendix F
Complete Listing of All Potential Task Force Recommendations
A.

Increase public awareness, civic engagement, and support for reducing energy use and
GHG

B.

Measure building level energy use, monitor it, and share data
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C.

Add new resources for training, education, skill building
C 1 Find and fund high level experts to give advice.
1

C 2 Increase job training at all levels of construction.
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C 3 Educate the public on reducing energy use

D.

Improve partnerships with NYSEG and solve infrastructure problems
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E.

Meet energy needs in industrial sector

F.

Reduce demand for energy through efficiency and renewables

G.

Create more financial incentives and investment resources
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H. Consider Stretch Building Codes, Review and Regulations
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7

I.

Reduce Transportation Emissions
I 1 Electric Vehicles

I 2 Transit Ideas
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I 3 Non motorized Travel

I 4 Other Transportation Ideas
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Appendix G
Energy and Economic Development Task Force Charge
Tompkins County
Energy and Economic Development Task Force
Forging a Common Approach
May 21, 2015
Background
Recently, Tompkins County Area Development (TCAD) and the Tompkins County Planning Department
(TCPD) issued a joint statement of principles that recognized the need and opportunity for both
economic growth and reductions in carbon emissions. The statement reflects the aspiration of both
agencies to harmonize the environmental and economic development objectives contained in the
County’s Comprehensive Plan and Energy Strategy and TCAD’s Economic Development Strategy. (See
Attachment 1 for joint statement.)
The TCPD is working with a consultant to create an Energy Roadmap by the end of 2015 for the County. From the
initial scope of the project:
The Roadmap will involve analysis and assessments of energy needs, opportunities and resources the
Tompkins County community has available to improve efficiency and access renewable energy sources,
and identify options to encourage renewable energy deployment and development of community energy
projects. (See Attachment 2 for the complete initial scope.)
The Roadmap will support an update of the County’s 2020 Energy Strategy during 2016.

There remains, however, a general lack of understanding within the Tompkins County community
regarding the feasibility of various energy alternatives and strategies, and the capacity of these
alternatives to replace or significantly reduce the reliance on conventional energy sources, at least in the
near term. There is also a lack of understanding regarding the energy needs and challenges faced by
businesses and developers in the community.
Purpose
The Energy and Economic Development Task Force has been created to forge a common understanding
of the capacity of specific energy sources, systems, and strategies to meet the energy demands of a
growing economy, particularly over the next five years 2016 to 2020. The Task Force will draw upon
information and insights gained in the Energy Roadmap process to help guide its assessment of near
term options to sustain both economic growth and progress toward carbon emission goals. The Task
Force may serve as a focus group, providing input to the County’s Energy Roadmap project. The Task
Force Report will be considered along with input from the public and other stakeholders in developing
an update of the County’s 2020 Energy Strategy following completion of the Energy Roadmap.
Whereas the Energy Roadmap Steering Committee is made up largely of individuals with particular
expertise in the area of energy, the Energy and Economic Development Task Force will include a broad
range of stakeholders, representing a variety of perspectives, interests, and areas of expertise, including
those who represent the demand side of the energy equation.
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By creating an opportunity for respectful and productive discussions among its members, the Task Force
will seek common ground about how to achieve near term economic development and energy goals. In
addition, it may also open the door for a broader community consensus about our energy future.
Goals:
Establish a clear and common understanding of the near term (next five years) and long term
technical and economic feasibility of various energy sources, systems, and strategies;
Develop a common understanding of the capacity of these alternatives to meet the energy
needs of a growing economy;
Create methods for effective communication among business owners, developers, clean energy
advocates, and municipalities on the topics of economic development and energy.
Scope, Focus, Boundaries & Givens
The Task Force’s primary focus should be on assessing which existing and realistic future energy
sources and resources, including demand management (efficiency, conservation, peak shaving,
etc.), will best contribute to the balance of supply and demand to meet community needs. The
timeframe will be focused on the next five years, while taking into consideration the impact of
long term infrastructure investments required to support those resources.
The Task Force’s work should occur within the context of the County Comprehensive Plan and
its Sustainability principle, including the goals of a 20% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions
by 2020 and an 80% reduction by 2050, and the County’s Economic Development Strategy. It
should support the County’s vision for environmental preservation, social equity, and economic
growth.
The Task Force should consider a broad range of environmental and financial factors, including
energy related to housing, business, education, etc.
The Task Force should not attempt to solve other major county challenges, such as affordable
housing, county wide transportation, growth of business, etc.
The Task Force should take into account future advances in energy supply and conservation
technologies but in considering the next five years should rely on currently available proven
technologies.
Specific Deliverables:
Task Force Report – A brief, widely accepted summary report that provides a realistic economic
and technical assessment of energy alternatives available to new development over the next
five years. The leadership of the Task Force will take primary responsibility for the report, which
is expected to be 10 15 pages long (before appendixes)
Recommendations regarding economic development policies that could encourage reduced
carbon energy solutions.
Guidance to developers and businesses regarding economically viable measures that can save
energy and reduce emissions.
A communications strategy to enhance understanding around energy and economic
development both in the short term and in the long run. This strategy will include
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recommendations to developers regarding measures that can save energy, reduce emissions,
and lower their costs.
Target date for draft report and other deliverables: January 29, 2016
Support for the Task Force
The Task Force will require an estimated 10 hours per week of administrative support for
meeting coordination, background research, and report compilation as well as supplies and
materials, mailing, copying, and meeting preparation. TCAD will provide primary administrative
and technical support, with Tompkins County assisting with administrative support.
Travel expenses for subject matter experts invited to present to the Task Force will be covered
by Tompkins County upon approval by the County Administrator.
Guidelines for Accomplishing the Work of the Task Force:
The Task Force will hold a series of meetings and workshops over the course of 2015 and early
2016.
Community engagement will be achieved through public input and information sessions,
community roundtables and conversations.
The Task Force should seek consensus among its members on the content of the report.
The Task Force will encompass a broad diversity of interests within a working group small
enough to be effective and manageable (with respect to logistics.)
o

The Task Force will have 14 members plus a voting chairperson who will participate in
all elements of the process, including any voting that may occur.

o

The President of TCAD and the County Administrator will serve as non voting ex officio
members of the Task Force.

o

Seven members will be sought from the private sector; seven from the public sector or
not for profit/advocacy community. In assembling the Task Force, care should be
given to include members that represent:
City, Town and County governments
Organizations or individuals with expertise in renewable energy or energy
conservation
Business and higher education (energy demand)
Energy suppliers (gas, oil, coal, solar, wind, etc.)

The Task Force will take a triple bottom line approach to its work and take environmental,
social, and economic considerations into account, as appropriate.
Broad Phases of the Task Force’s Work:
Recruit task force members
Hold kick off meeting to bond group, discuss charter, timeline, assignments
Review research, particularly from the Energy Roadmap group, on:
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o

Tompkins County’s energy status, including current and future demand

o

Current energy options

o

Promising energy technologies

Hold regular Task Force Meetings
Hold public input and information sessions
Hold sub committee meetings, if needed
Draft preliminary report—including discussion, iteration
Prepare semi final report—for wider distribution, discussion
Finalize report—including presentation and posting
Roles of Key Players:
Chair – chairs meetings, responsible for overall progress toward goals
Vice Chair – chairs meetings when chair is unavailable
Executive Committee – frames issues and prepares meeting agendas; does not conduct the
business of the Task Force
Task Force – decides on final deliverable, by consensus if possible
Experts and Public – provides input to the Task Force related to the county’s energy future. This
group includes representatives of the Energy Roadmap project.
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ATTACHMENT 1
County Planning, TCAD Pledge Collaborative Approach on
Energy and Economic Development
Press release December 2014

Monday, December 8, 2014
Addressing the community’s energy needs while reducing greenhouse gas emissions poses an immense
challenge that demands immediate action, and developing a vibrant local economy that provides more good
jobs is a top priority of County government.
Tompkins County Area Development, the County’s designated economic development agency, and the Tompkins
County Planning Department, which provides analysis and planning to address community energy and
greenhouse gas emissions, today announced an agreement to collaborate on addressing long term and
immediate energy needs and emissions in ways that contribute to a vital local economy. This collaboration will
include bringing a broad variety of voices to the discussion of community goals and strategies, as well as tangible
steps to meet both energy and economic development goals.
“We hope this collaboration can provide resources to support business decisions that take into account the
current and future energy and climate environment,” said Tompkins County Commissioner of Planning Ed
Marx. “We want to help businesses identify cost effective solutions that meet their energy needs, allow them to
grow and, at the same time, contribute to community greenhouse gas reduction goals."
“A movement toward more sustainable energy infrastructure and economic development and job creation are
not mutually exclusive goals,” noted Michael Stamm, president of Tompkins County Area Development
(TCAD). “Tompkins County has a long and enviable history of stimulating private sector investment and creating
employment opportunities while enhancing the quality of life we all cherish so deeply. TCAD is committed to
working with the leadership of the County to create and implement sustainable energy solutions that also meet
the energy needs of our customers.”
While both organizations believe that overall goals for strengthening the local economy and reaching energy and
greenhouse gas emissions targets are compatible and can be mutually reinforcing, they also recognize that there
may be specific instances where they come into conflict. In such cases, the County Planning Department’s
Energy Fund and the Tompkins County Industrial Development Agency’s Tax Incentive tools will be employed in
an attempt to find a mutual gains solution to the perceived conflict. They also acknowledge that, in instances
where no clear mutually beneficial solution can be identified, the attempt to meet both goals will need to be
weighed in making a decision.
Meeting long term and intermediate targets
Near to long term energy planning will be addressed primarily through two initiatives:
Energy Roadmap. This project, being developed by the County Planning Department, will consider alternative
energy scenarios that would allow the community to achieve an 80% reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by
2050, with interim goals to indicate meaningful progress. TCAD will be an active participant in the process and
work to bring important voices from the business community to the discussion.
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Energy Focus Areas. For those areas of Tompkins County critical to the county’s economic success—such as
downtown Ithaca, the business parks and industrial sites near Ithaca Tompkins Regional Airport, and Ithaca’s
East and South Hills—TCAD and Tompkins County Planning will attempt to engage NYSEG, the Municipal Electric
and Gas Alliance (MEGA), funders at NYSERDA, and other potential partners to evaluate energy
infrastructure and devise long term plans to meet current and future commercial, industrial and residential
energy needs while reducing GHG emissions.
Approach regarding specific projects
Regarding more immediate issues, especially those relating to specific economic development opportunities, the
following tools will be employed:
Energy Fund. $20,000 to support collaborative efforts to meet energy and greenhouse gas reduction goals is
allocated by the County Legislature as part of the Planning Department’s 2015 budget. The Planning
Department will work with TCAD to make a portion of this funding available to help businesses considering
expansions and residential developers proposing new projects evaluate efficiency and renewable energy options
to reduce their carbon footprint while supplying the energy needed for their business operations.
IDA Incentives. TCAD, which provides staff support to the County’s Industrial Development Agency, will work
with the IDA and Planning Department to structure an incentive program for businesses that reduce their
carbon footprint as part of a job creating expansion.
Broadening Awareness. TCAD and the Planning Department agree to institutionalize consideration of economic
and energy impacts throughout their work, including individual project review and technical and financial
assistance efforts—in part, making businesses and developers aware of available community resources and
encouraging them to consider energy options as they pursue economic development projects.
“One of the greatest challenges of our time is how we can foster economic growth and also make meaningful
reductions to our carbon footprint,” stated Michael Lane, Chair of the Tompkins County Legislature. “The work
being done by the County and TCAD is helping to chart that path, for Tompkins County and beyond.”
TCAD and the County Planning Department agree that discourse in the community around the topics of
economic development, energy, and greenhouse gas emissions must be based on clear and accurate
information and occur in a civil and respectful manner. Both organizations are committed to work together to
provide community leadership in setting such a tone.
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ATTACHMENT 2
SPRING 2014
Summary of Goals and Key Outputs
Tompkins County Energy Roadmap
Project Background
In 2010, the Tompkins County Legislature endorsed the Tompkins County 2020 Energy Strategy to help
put the community on track to achieve its greenhouse gas emissions reduction goals of 80% reduction
from 2008 levels by 2050. One of the ten key actions identified in the Strategy was to develop an energy
roadmap for the community to provide a more detailed understanding of the energy demand and
supply to determine the most effective and efficient means of simultaneously meeting the community’s
long term energy and greenhouse gas reduction goals.
Specific objectives stated for the study are to:
1. Provide an overview of the energy demand situation and the present energy supply
structure in the County;
2. Investigate and quantify the energy production potential of renewable energy supply
resources in Tompkins County;
3. Identify the primary stakeholders in the present and future energy demand and supply;
4. Develop and analyze scenarios for the future energy demand and supply structures which
fulfill the goals for an efficient energy future;
5. Develop evaluation criteria by which to select a preferred energy demand and supply
structure to guide energy related decisions in the future and identify a preferred scenario;
6. Identify those specific changes that will need to occur in the supply and demand for energy
to meet the preferred scenario;
7. Specify actions we need to take (or avoid) in the next ten years to make those changes
possible; and
8. Identify ramifications of those changes that need to be recognized and addressed.
The Tompkins County Energy Roadmap will focus on those components where local and regional
governments play a large role in optimizing the energy mix. The Roadmap will involve analysis and
assessments of energy needs, opportunities and resources the Tompkins County community has
available to improve efficiency and access renewable energy sources, and identify options to encourage
renewable energy deployment and development of community energy projects. It will also include
informed assumptions about the impacts of State and Federal energy policy and programs in helping
Tompkins County reach its goals. Understanding our community energy picture will help Tompkins
County better prepare for the infrastructure necessary to support current and future economic vitality
and quality of life.
The Tompkins County Planning Department engaged the services of 6 graduate students at Cornell
University during the academic years of 2011 2012 and 2012 2013 to study the energy picture in the
County. These students, supervised by faculty of Cornell, researched and quantified renewable energy
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resources in six separate reports, hereafter called “Student Reports”. Copies of those reports may be
found on http://tompkinscountyny.gov/planning/energy climate
Project Objectives
In addition to the specific objectives identified above, the overarching objectives of the Tompkins
County Energy Roadmap are to:
Provide an aspirational vision of the roles renewable energy sources, energy efficiency, and
deployment of existing technologies could reasonably play in Tompkins County’s energy future
by 2020 and by 2050;
Provide a practical plan for how to achieve that aspirational goal;
Prepare a final report that is compelling to political leaders, funders, energy practitioners, and
the general public;
Project Outputs
The Energy Roadmap will be composed of four parts:
o Part 1 will be the technical analysis of the current and projected energy demand and an
assessment of energy resources available
o

Part 2 will be information on how energy efficiency will play a role in the future energy demand

o

Part 3 will lay out three to five scenarios for the future energy mix in Tompkins County and pros
and cons of each scenario

o

Part 4 will identify the preferred scenario and steps the community will need to take in the next
10 to 20 years to achieve that scenario.

The Final Energy Roadmap will be prepared in a style and format that is readable by political leaders,
funders, energy practitioners, and the general public that covers the previously outlined items.
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Appendix H
Written Public Comments Received on the May 4, 2016 Draft Final
Report
Comment 1

completely rewritten
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mandate

Comment 2
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learning
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thinking

Comment 3

Comment 4
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1

See copies of “Case 15-G-0284 (NYSEG gas rates) Impact of CO2 Emissions from Proposed Pipeline along West
Dryden Road March 23, 2016, Renee Santoro, Program Director, Environment, Anthony R. Ingraffea, Founding
and Past President ” and covering email submitted to the Public Service Commission attached as Exhibit A.
2
See “A Brief Narrative for the Presentation entitled ‘Assessing Ithaca’s Methane Emissions from Its Natural Gas
Pipeline Distribution System and Point Sources, January 13, 2016” attached as Exhibit A-2 and attached to cover
email sent to info@tcad.org, and the emails of Katie Borgella , and Martha Armstrong.
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3

A copy of “Comments to the PSC and Secretary Kathleen Burgess re Case no. 15-G-0284 (NYSEG gas rates)
prepared for PSC Hearings, Binghamton, March 29, 2016, Robert W. Howarth, Ph.D. is attached as Exhibit B.
4
See “Methane and the Greenhouse Gas Footprint of Tompkins County: An Update, Robert W. Howarth, Ph.D.,
May 16, 2016,” a summary of Dr. Howarth’s presentation to the Task Force Executive Committee attached as
Exhibit C.
5
See “Fossil fuel use must fall twice as fast as thought to contain global warming-study,” The Guardian, 25
February 2016 attached as Exhibit D
6
See “Memorandum, October 9, 2014 from Ed Marx to the County Legislature’s Planning, Energy and
Environmental Quality Committee attached as Exhibit E.
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7

See “West Dryden Road Pipeline,” in the draft Report at page 7.
According to testimony to the PSC during an evidentiary hearing regarding the Pipe in March of this year, NYSEG
representatives reportedly stated that the Pipe has been designed not simply to address the current “reliability” issue
in Lansing but also to foster 20-years of increased revenue generated by increased gas use and an expanded
customer base.
9
See “April breaks global temperature record, marking seven months of new highs, “The Guardian, 15 May
2016, attached as Exhibit F, retrieved from: http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/may/16/april-thirdmonth-in-row-to-break-global-temperature-records, May 17, 2016.
8
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10

See Footnote 2 above and the text of these comments to which Footnote 2 refers. See also the bullets in Exhibit B
at page 3.
11
See Exhibit C and Footnote 3 above.
12
See e.g.: article in Footnote 9.
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Guide for Assessing Energy Use and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions in Environmental Impact Statement

13

See: http://www.nysaccny.org/wp-uploads/Building-and-Heating-with-the-Climate-in-Mind-Brice-Smith.pdf. A
copy is attached as Exhibit G.
14
See the Guide a copy of which is attached as Exhibit H. Retrieved May 15, 2016 from:
http://www.dec.ny.gov/docs/administration_pdf/eisghgpolicy.pdf
15
The Guide, p. 2
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Comment 5
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invested
invested

Investing in fossil fuel build out is inconsistent with our county’s new Energy
Road Map!

“There are only two ways to establish competitive advantage: do things better than others or
do them differently.” Karl Albrecht

Comment 6
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Comment 7

Comment 8
Comments on the Draft Tompkins County Energy and Economical Development Task Force
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started

Create more financial incentives and investment resources
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Consider Stretch Building Codes, Review and Regulations
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Comment 9
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Comment 10
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Comment 11
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Comment 12
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Comment 13

Comment 14
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Comment 15
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Comment 16
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Comment 17

Comment 18

Comment 19

1. Page 17, end of recommendations
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2. Page 16, recommendation 5

3. Page 14, item 3

4. Page 9

5. Page 13, item 6
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Appendix I
Energy Focus Areas Project Scope of Work

Task 1A. Collaborate and meet with NYSEG

o
o

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
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Task 1B. Assist in defining two energy focus area boundaries.

Task 1C. Assist in defining two additional energy focus area boundaries.

Task 2A. Identify potential capacity constraints for NYSEG electrical and gas infrastructure
in ONE selected energy focus areas

Task 1. Identify potential capacity constraints for NYSEG electrical and gas infrastructure in
THREE remaining energy focus areas
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Task 2. Analyze growth scenarios and potential improvements

o
o
o

o

Task 3 Additional optional analysis.

o
o
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Task 4. Develop a high level strategy for meeting future projected energy needs in the Focus
Area.

Contract
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Appendix J
Green Energy Incentives Project Scope of Work
Task I

Task II

Task III
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